BEATRICE CARDONA
WEN TANG

Re: Release: 2091
Service Requests: 83848
Error Reports: None
Programs: PPEI199, PPEI315, PPEI350, PPP560, PPP561, PPOT2091(new), PPWRC11
Copy Members: CPWSXIC2, CPWSXIC5
Include Members: None
DDL Members: None
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: None
CICS Help: EDB0292, EDB0680
Forms: None
Table Updates: Gross to Net table, Data Element Table, Code Translation Table, Historical Premium Activity(PAR Database table)
Urgency: Date Mandated (see Timing of Installation below)

This release addresses the following Service Request:

Service Request 83848

Service Request 83848 provides the following background information:

“The following plans are eliminated for 2014:
BC  - Blue Cross Plus
BL  - Anthem Lumenos PPO with HRA
BP  - Blue Cross PPO
HN  - Health Net HMO
KU  - Kaiser Umbrella

The following plan moves to a new vendor:
CM  - Core Major Medical (Blue Cross)

The following plans are new for 2014 with a new vendor
SU  – UC Care
SP  – Blue Shield Health Savings Plan”

Service Request 83848 asks to implement changes to the medical plans included in 2014 Benefits.
**Programs**

**PPEI199**
This program was changed to add logic to zero out suspended balances for the new 2014 medical plans and use the new GTN number for the CM plan code.

**PPEI315**
This program was changed to add temporary code to prevent deletion of plan code CM rows from the FCB table when there are two rows.

**PPEI350**
This program was changed to add temporary code to set the Employee Health Coverage Effective Date (ECED – EDB0454) to 01/01/14 when the existing plan code is CM and also add temporary code to rederive Dependent Health Coverage Effective Date (DCED – EDB0639) from the above re-derived ECED (01/01/2014).

**PPP560**
This program was changed to associate plans CM, SU and SP with a new sort key value of S1 for Blue Shield.

**PPP561**
This program was changed to use the new XCARRIER 88 level value BLUESHIELD to code carrier file records with a common ‘S1’ sort key when they have any of the plan codes ‘CM’, ‘SU’, or ‘SP’.

**PPOT2091 (new)**
This is a one-time program that should be run immediately after processing OE transactions and prior to each December 2013 compute. For employees in discontinued plans who made no new election during open enrollment this program will default medical plan enrollments into the respective new plan.

**PPWRC11**
This program was changed to allow OPT1 transactions for inactive GTNs 308 and 309 which are the old CM plan GTNs.

**Copy Members**

**CPWSXIC2**
This copy member was modified to add a new 88 level value of BLUESHIELD (new carrier) to the XCARRIER field and add the plans ‘CM’, ‘SU’, and ‘SP’ to this 88 level. GTN numbers for Core Medical were also updated.

**CPWSXIC5**
CPWSXIC5 has a Benefit table Array in which each row is defined to hold the Benefit details like Description, Object Code, and Benefit FAU. In this Benefit table Array, IDC-BENE-CODE-26 is the row defined for the Core Medical Benefit plan with the Object Code of 8540 and Benefit FAU of 3115469.

This copy member was modified to change the Core Medical Benefit Code FAU to 3115577, which is the liability FAU of the new CM Contribution GTN 143.

**Table Updates**

**Gross to Net Table**
Cardlib GTNPROD contains the values for the 6 new GTNs created for the medical plans.
Transactions are also included to inactivate the old “CM” plan GTNs (which are ‘308’ and ‘309’ for base) and to change the plan code to “SS”.

**Data Element Table**
Cardlib DETPROD contains the new values of ‘SU’ and ‘SP’ to be added to the value/edit for EDB0292 (2 transactions: one with blank Card Type and another with HE Card Type) and EDB0680.

**Code Translation Table**
Cardlib CTTPROD contains the GTN Descriptions (GTNDSC) and GTN Labels (GTNLBL) that will be added for the new GTNs.

**Historical Premium Activity(PPPHPA table in PAR database)**
This table will be updated via SPUFI to change the old ‘CM’ plan codes to ‘SS’.

**CICS Help**
CICS Help texts for the following were updated and loaded into the CICS Help file. The appropriate CICS Help is displayed in function EFBC on the Medical Plan Code and Future Medical Plan Code fields when the PF1 key is pressed:
- EDB 0292 (Medical Plan Code)
- EDB 0680 (Future Medical Plan Code)

**JCL Changes**

RUN2091 (new)
Sample JCL for running PPOT2091

**Installation Instructions**
Installation Instructions are provided as a separate document.

**Test Plan**
Please refer to section 6, ‘Medical Plans 2014 – Unit Testing Requirements’, in the TSD.

**Timing of Installation**
The timing of this release is **Date Mandated**. PPS modifications are needed prior to the first compute for December earnings (i.e. BW pay period ending 12/7/2013 and computing approximately 12/12/2013) and after all monthly reporting for November data (including consolidated billing) is complete.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible.

Functional questions should be addressed to Ken Smith at (510) 287 3837 or email Kenneth.Smith@ucop.edu.

If there are any technical questions, please send electronic mail to Sreelekha.Sen@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-9814.

Sreelekha Sen